You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BRAUN 350CC. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the BRAUN 350CC in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
We hope you enjoy your new Braun Shaver. Warning Your shaving system is provided with a special cord set, which has an integrated Safety Extra Low
Voltage power supply. Do not exchange or tamper with any part of it, otherwise there is risk of an electric shock. This appliance is not intended for use by
children or persons with reduced physical or mental capabilities, unless they are given supervision by a person responsible for their safety. In general, we
recommend that you keep the appliance out of reach of children. With normal use the shaver will be charged automatically after every cleaning in the
Clean&RenewTM (see «C Clean&RenewTM»). Maximum battery capacity will only be reached after several charging/discharging cycles. 5-minute quick
charge (with the special cord set (10)) is sufficient for a shave. If the rechargeable batteries are discharged, you may also shave by connecting the shaver to
an electrical outlet via the special cord set. Charging lights (5) The green charging lights show the charge status of the batteries.
@@@@@@You should be able to finish your shave. @@Long hair trimmer (2) To trim sideburns, moustache or beard, slide the long hair trimmer upwards.
Do not expose the shaver to temperatures higher than 50 °C for extended periods of time. Using the special cord set (10), connect the shaver to an electrical
outlet with the motor switched off. When charging for the first time, leave the shaver to charge continuously for 4 hours.
Always shave before washing your face. 2. At all times, hold the shaver at right angles (90°) to your skin. 3. Stretch your skin and shave against the direction
of your beard growth.
Rinse off all foam and let the shaver run for a few more seconds. Next, switch off the shaver, remove the shaver Foil & Cutter cassette (1) and let it dry. If you
regularly clean the shaver under water, then once a week apply a drop of light machine oil onto the long hair trimmer (2) and shaver Foil & Cutter cassette
(1). Alternatively, you may clean the shaver using a brush: · Using a brush, clean the inner area of the shaver head. However, do not clean the shaver Foil &
Cutter cassette with a brush as this may damage it. Replacement light for shaving parts/Reset (390cc/370cc only) To maintain 100% shaving performance,
replace the shaver Foil & Cutter cassette (1), when the replacement light for shaving parts (8) comes on (after about 18 months) or when worn. The
replacement light will remind you during the next 7 shaves to replace the foil and cutter cassette. then the shaver will automatically reset. After you have
replaced the Foil & Cutter cassette (1), press the on/off switch (4) for at least 5 seconds to reset the counter. While doing so, the replacement light blinks and
goes off when the reset is complete.
The manual reset can be done at any time. @@@@@@If this is not done, the yellow light will go out after some time. @@@@@@@@@@ regular
cleaning ensures better shaving performance. @@@@@@Carefully remove the lid from the cartridge. Slowly close the housing by pushing it down until it
locks. @@@@The used cartridge can be disposed in the household waste. @@@@@@@@@@@@Keep it away from sources of ignition. Keep out of
reach of children. @@The special socket at the back is adjustable to save space. After each shave, switch the shaver off and put it into the Clean&RenewTM,
upside down and with the front showing.
Push the start/release button (1) to lock and connect the shaver. the cleaning process will start. The yellow light on the shaver will flash during the complete
process (approx. Do not interrupt the cleaning process, as it leaves the shaver wet and not fit for use. When cleaning is finished, the yellow light will go off
and the shaver is ready for use.
To release it, push the start/release button. A cleaning cartridge should be sufficient for about 30 cleaning cycles. When the level indicator (4) has reached the
«min» mark, the remaining fluid in the cartridge is Sufficient for about 5 more cleaning cycles. Then the cartridge should be replaced, when used daily
approx. The hygienic cleaning solution cartridge contains alcohol which, once opened, will naturally evaporate slowly into the surrounding air.
Each cartridge, if not used daily should be replaced after approx. The cleaning cartridge also contains lubricates, which may leave residual marks on the
shaver head after cleaning. However, these marks can be removed easily by wiping gently with a cloth or soft tissue paper. Clean the housing from time to
time with a damp cloth, especially the opening where the shaver rests. Please do not dispose of the product in the household waste at the end of its useful life.
@@@@@@@@The guarantee becomes void if repairs are undertaken by unauthorised persons and if original Braun parts are not used. To obtain service
within the guarantee period, hand in or send the complete appliance with your sales receipt to an authorised Braun Customer Service Centre. For UK only:
This guarantee in no way affects your rights under statutory law. Loquet de réglage de précision (« lock ») (3) (390cc/370cc uniquement) Pour une utilisation
précise dans les zones difficiles à atteindre (par exemple, sous le nez), poussez le loquet (3) vers la droite pour que « lock » se retrouve en position centrale.
Mükemmel tira için ipuçlari En iyi sonuçlar için, Braun size 3 basit you tavsiye ediyor: 1.
.
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